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Abstract

We review research in team diversity to take stock of the current state of the science, the trajectory that led to this state, and a potential way forward that would lead to more integrative theory in diversity research. We outline how diversity research has developed into the current state of the science with growing consensus on key mediating processes in the diversity-performance relationship and growing consensus that this relationship is contingent on moderating influences. We see important challenges in moving the field forward in two key areas: first, in integrating diversity research with its emphasis on diversity in relatively stable attributes – trait diversity – with research in more state-like composition variables – state diversity; second, in integrating research in compositional diversity with research on emergent diversity – diversity in team interaction processes and team emergent states. We propose that meeting these challenges will result in more broad-ranging theory that has for instance the potential to bridge research in team diversity and individual-team dissimilarity (relational demography).

1. Introduction

Two interrelated trends have unalterably changed organizational work over the past fifty years. On the one hand, work is increasingly organized in team-based structures, taking advantage of the increased potential of teams to leverage synergies and address complex and dynamic tasks and challenges (Ilgen, Hollenbeck, Johnson, & Jundt, 2005; Mathieu, Hollenbeck, van Knippenberg, & Ilgen, in press). On the other hand, demographic changes in the workforce, employee mobility, and growing specialization are rendering societies and organizations more and more heterogeneous (Jackson & Joshi, 2011; Mor Barak & Travis, 2013). These two trends are interrelated insofar as many of the benefits associated with team-based work – the ability to mobilize a greater range of informational resources in pursuit of synergistic benefits to decision making, problem solving, flexibility, creativity, and innovation – in fact call for teams whose members bring diverse knowledge, expertise, information, and perspectives to the table. Thus, team diversity – whether by design or as a consequence of societal change – increasingly is a reality of organizational life. These developments make an understanding of the effects of team diversity on team performance more relevant than ever before.

To assess where we stand in our understanding of team diversity effects, we provide a review in broad strokes of research on team diversity effects on team process and performance. We do this both with an eye on the historical development of the field and with an eye on the future development of the field. Space constraints make an exhaustive review not feasible, but we can anchor our review on three earlier reviews that build upon each other and allow us to paint a picture of the historic development of team diversity research. The first of these reviews is the seminal review by Williams and O’Reilly (1998) that captured the first 40 years of diversity research in organizational behavior. This review forms something of a watershed in that the work they reviewed was largely characterized by main effect approaches yielding inconsistent results, whereas work after their review increasingly engaged with moderation and mediation in team diversity effects on team performance. The second of the three reviews is van Knippenberg and Schippers’ (2007) review that was explicitly pitched to follow up on the Williams and O’Reilly review. This review puts a premium on the study of moderation in the team diversity-team performance relationship – a conclusion confirmed by the most comprehensive meta-analysis of the diversity-performance relationship to
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### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diversity form</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Potential causal relation with other forms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trait diversity</td>
<td>Variation in team member stable characteristics</td>
<td>Gender diversity</td>
<td>Potential cause of state diversity and emergent diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State diversity</td>
<td>Variation in team member malleable characteristics defined independently from the team and/or team processes</td>
<td>Personality diversity, Distributed information, Preference diversity</td>
<td>Potential cause of emergent diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergent diversity</td>
<td>Variation in team processes and psychological states defined in reference to the team</td>
<td>Diversity of dyadic interactions Diversity (low sharedness) of team cognition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Team diversity, team process, team performance: a review in broad strokes

Team diversity refers to variation among team members on any attribute on which individuals may differ, such as demographic background, functional or educational background, and personality. In principle this could also include diversity on more state-like attributes like cognition and emotions (an issue we revisit later), but in practice the term diversity tends to be largely reserved for relatively stable attributes like demographies, education, functional area, and personality. The vast majority of diversity studies concentrates on diversity in gender, cultural background (including race/ethnicity), age, tenure, functional background, and educational background (van Dijk et al., 2012) – attributes that are stable enough to see them as characteristics individuals bring to the team and that will not change in the course of the teamwork. The question that then arises is how team diversity as a team composition variable (an “input” variable; Ilgen et al., 2005) may affect team performance, and, related to that question, which mediating process may explain diversity influences on performance.

We aim to capture the answers as they arose throughout the history of diversity research in broad strokes by focusing on the state of the science at the time of three major reviews of the
At the core of the social categorization perspective lies the notion that dissimilarities between people may invite differential treatment of individuals as ingroup (“us”) and individuals seen as outgroup (“them”). Such social categorizations may invite intergroup biases – more positive responses to ingroup than to outgroup members. Intergroup biases may express themselves negatively both in individuals’ psychological linkage to the team (e.g., identification, commitment, team cohesiveness) and in the information/decision making perspective that saw diversity as a factor stimulating team performance.

At the core of the social categorization perspective lies the notion that dissimilarities between people may invite differential treatment of individuals as ingroup (“us”) and individuals seen as outgroup (“them”). Such social categorizations may invite intergroup biases – more positive responses to ingroup than to outgroup members. Intergroup biases may express themselves negatively both in individuals’ psychological linkage to the team (e.g., identification, commitment, team cohesiveness) and in the information/decision making perspective that saw diversity as a factor stimulating team performance.

In contrast to this pessimistic perspective on team diversity, the information/decision making perspective pointed to the potential benefits of diversity. Core to this perspective is the notion that diversity can be an informational resource. Differences between people can be associated with differences in knowledge, expertise, experience, information, etc., that affect the perspective they may bring to the team task. Greater team diversity may thus be associated with a broader, more diverse pool of task-relevant information and perspectives that teams can draw from. In knowledge work, such informational resources may add to the quality of team decision making, team creativity and innovation, and, more broadly speaking, team performance. Consistent with this perspective, diversity research also yielded evidence of positive performance and innovation effects of diversity (Bantel & Jackson, 1989; Cox, Lobel, & McLeod, 1991).

A first blush conclusion at the time was that diversity would be good for performance, but bad for interpersonal relationships (cf. Williams & O'Reilly, 1998). The problem with this conclusion was – and still is – that team theory and research suggest that factors that negatively affect interpersonal relationships and affective-evaluative responses to the team are also detrimental to performance. And indeed, there was also ample evidence of negative performance effects of diversity (e.g., Jehn et al., 1999; Murnighan & Conlon, 1991; Simons, Pelled, & Smith, 1999). Indeed, at the time Williams and O'Reilly (1998) published their seminal review, the state of the science was roughly that of a field with substantially diverging findings, some consistent with the disruptive social categorization processes perspective, others with the informational resource perspective, and yet others showing no evidence of diversity effects on team process or performance.

An intuitively appealing way of making sense of these diverging findings seemed to be to propose that different effects of diversity were linked to different dimensions of diversity: Demographic forms of diversity would elicit disruptive social categorization processes because of their relatively strong association with stereotypes favoring ingroup over outgroup. On the other hand, more functional-educational dimensions of diversity with presumably stronger linkages to underlying informational resources would elicit performance-stimulating informational processes (Jehn et al., 1999). The Jehn et al. (1999) study was also influential in advancing a conflict perspective on the mediating processes: Relational conflict would explain the disruptive influence of demographic diversity, whereas task conflict would explain the positive effects of more informational dimensions of diversity. Intuitively appealing as these propositions may seem, they are not supported by the data (van Knippenberg, De Dreu, & Homan, 2004). Even though it may be true that it is easier to benefit from functional/educational forms of diversity than from demographic forms of diversity, for both forms of diversity the evidence ranged from positive to negative effects and displayed clear heterogeneity of effect sizes. Illustrative in this respect are early meta-analyses that did not reliably link either demographic diversity or more information-based diversity to performance (Bowers, Pharmer, & Salas, 2000; Webber & Donahue, 2001). Such observations of heterogeneity of effect sizes that was not explained by the intuitively appealing notion of “good” and “bad” diversity attributes were instrumental in shifting the focus in diversity research to the state of the science as reviewed by van Knippenberg and Schippers (2007).

Table 2 captures the main conclusions from this “review of reviews” as an additional guide to the reader.

### Table 2
State of the science as captured by the Williams & O'Reilly, van Knippenberg & Schippers, and Guillaume et al. reviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Review</th>
<th>State of the science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Williams and O'Reilly (1998)</td>
<td>Predominant type of studies: Main effect studies with inconsistent effects and little attention to mediating processes. Main conclusion: Diversity bad for interpersonal relations but good for performance; negative effects of demographic diversity vs. positive effects of functional diversity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Knippenberg and Schippers (2007)</td>
<td>Predominant type of studies: Shift to moderation and mediation studies. Main conclusion: All dimensions of diversity may have positive as well as negative effects contingent on moderating influences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. The first 40 years: the Williams and O'Reilly (1998) review

Williams and O'Reilly (1998) outline how the first 40 years of team diversity research in organizational behavior are characterized by two research streams that were by and large isolated from each other: the social categorization perspective (including the notion of similarity/attraction) that saw diversity as a disruptive influence, and the information/decision making perspective that saw diversity as a factor stimulating team performance.

The Jehn et al. (1999) study was also influential in advancing a conflict perspective on the mediating processes: Relational conflict would explain the disruptive influence of demographic diversity, whereas task conflict would explain the positive effects of more informational dimensions of diversity. Intuitively appealing as these propositions may seem, they are not supported by the data (van Knippenberg, De Dreu, & Homan, 2004). Even though it may be true that it is easier to benefit from functional/educational forms of diversity than from demographic forms of diversity, for both forms of diversity the evidence ranged from positive to negative effects and displayed clear heterogeneity of effect sizes. Illustrative in this respect are early meta-analyses that did not reliably link either demographic diversity or more information-based diversity to performance (Bowers, Pharmer, & Salas, 2000; Webber & Donahue, 2001). Such observations of heterogeneity of effect sizes that was not explained by the intuitively appealing notion of “good” and “bad” diversity attributes were instrumental in shifting the focus in diversity research to the state of the science as reviewed by van Knippenberg and Schippers (2007).

2.2. Prioritizing moderation and mediation: the van Knippenberg and Schippers (2007) review

The state of the science around the time of the Williams and O'Reilly (1998) review begged one question more than any other: What determines whether diversity has positive or negative performance effects? Findings for all dimensions of diversity studied with some frequency showed evidence of positive as well as negative effects. Studies of moderation of the diversity-performance relationship started to emerge, as well as an integrative conceptual model to capture the contingencies of diversity’s effects on performance – the Categorization-Elaboration Model (CEM; van Knippenberg et al., 2004). At the time van Knippenberg and Schippers reviewed research on the diversity-performance relationship, the evidence had just amassed more against simple main effects models of diversity – i.e., either the negative effects of the social categorization perspective or the positive effects of the information/decision making perspective. Van Knippenberg and Schippers concluded that the evidence against such main effects models was so strong, that it was time to declare the bankruptcy of main effect approaches and to prioritize the study of moderation in the diversity-performance relationship. They also concluded that diversity research in its first 40 years had been held back by lack of attention to mediating team processes. Accordingly, in their assessment of the state of the field, they prioritized moderation...
and mediation evidence – evidence that by that time had grown enough to draw a number of conclusions.

One conclusion van Knippenberg and Schippers drew was that the only integrative model of moderation and mediation in the diversity-performance relationship, the CEM, was well-positioned to integrate evidence of positive and negative performance effects. In a nutshell, the CEM proposed that both the social categorization and the information/decision making perspective were correct in that diversity had the potential to invoke disruptive intergroup biases as well as synergetic benefits through team information processing. Moreover it suggested that this was true for all dimensions of diversity – demographic, functional/educational, and otherwise. At the same time, the CEM proposed that both perspectives were too simplistic in the way they had been advanced – as main effects of diversity. Rather, the CEM proposed that disruptive social categorization effects and synergetic information processing effects interact and that both have their contingencies – neither inevitably follows from diversity.

The CEM posits that what is required to create synergy from diversity as an informational resource is a process of team information elaboration – the exchange, discussion, and integration of task-relevant information. It requires motivation and ability to engage in this process of information elaboration as well as a task with some complexity to make elaboration a meaningful activity that adds value for task performance. Follow-up research inspired by the CEM illustrates this in, for instance, evidence that member traits associated with the motivation to process and integrate information carefully (need for cognition; Kearney, Geibert, & Voelpel, 2009; learning orientation; Nederveen Pieterse, van Knippenberg, & van Dierendonck, 2013) moderate the diversity-performance relationship, and that these interactive effects are mediated by information elaboration. From this perspective, intergroup biases are problematic because they disrupt information elaboration (e.g., Homann, van Knippenberg, van Kleef, & De Dreu, 2007a; Homann et al., 2008).

The CEM also outlines how intergroup biases do not inevitably follow from diversity, noting both that social categorization – “us-them” distinction – does not inevitably follow from dissimilarity, and that intergroup bias (as evident in, e.g., lowered cohesiveness and higher relationship conflict) does not inevitably follow from social categorization. Key to the relationship between diversity and social categorization are the factors that influence the extent to which a categorization is cognitively activated – or categorization salience. Categorization salience is seen as driven by comparative fit and normative fit (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987). Comparative fit refers to the extent to which a categorization results in high within-group similarity and between-group difference. For example, a gender categorization has higher comparative fit when it also captures differences in age. The principle of comparative fit has come to be known under the label faultlines (Lau & Murnighan, 1998). Consistent with the notion that stronger faultlines are associated with more salient categorizations, meta-analytic evidence supports this disruptive influence of diversity faultlines (Thatcher & Patel, 2011). This evidence is further supported by direct comparison of single attribute diversity and faultline influence that is based on the convergence of two or more attributes (van Knippenberg, Dawson, West, & Homann, 2011). Normative fit refers to the extent to which a categorization makes sense within individuals’ subjective frames of reference – the extent to which it seems to capture meaningful difference. An example illustrating this influence is Pearsall, Ellis, and Evans’ (2008) study, showing that gender diversity disrupted team process and creativity on a gender-biased task (i.e., where a gender categorization was subjectively meaningful) but not on a gender-neutral task. In other words, it was the task context that made the gender categorization salient.

The CEM furthermore posits that social categorization only invites intergroup bias to the extent that dissimilar others are seen as a threat to a valued ingroup identity, for example by changing valued elements of team or organizational identity. This influence is illustrated by research showing that when team members have a stronger intrinsic interest in dissimilar perspectives – for instance, because of trait openness to experience or because they believe in the value of diversity – they respond more favorably to salient categorizations (Homann et al., 2007a, 2008).

Development of theory about moderators of the diversity-performance relationship also stimulated research about mediating processes. This research by and large focused on factors that could be seen as indicators of disruptive social categorization processes (e.g., relational conflict; Jehn et al., 1999; lack of team commitment; Kearney et al., 2009) and of team information processing (e.g., information elaboration; Kearney et al., 2009; team information use; Dahlin, Weingart, & Hinds, 2005). The mediation evidence more firmly established the notion that social categorization and information elaboration processes are the key mediating mechanisms through which team diversity affects team performance.

The mediating evidence also helped address a pervasive tendency in the team literature to see task conflict as a positive influence – a tendency also witnessed in diversity research in the proposition that task conflict mediates positive effects of diversity (Jehn et al., 1999). This conclusion was discredited by meta-analytic evidence that identified task conflict as a negative influence (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003). Diversity research added a direct comparison of information elaboration and task conflict as mediating processes to this discussion to show that it is elaboration rather than task conflict that is associated with positive diversity effects (Hoever, van Knippenberg, van Ginkel, & Barkema, 2012; see also Homann, van Knippenberg, van Kleef, & De Dreu, 2007b).

Diversity research also helped clarify that the focus should not just be on information exchange but on information elaboration, i.e., including information discussion and integration. Team research, and specifically group decision making research, has a rich tradition in studying information exchange (e.g., Mesmer-Magnus & DeChurch, 2009; Stasser, Vaughan, & Stewart, 2000). Experimental research in decision making with distributed information (Gruenfeld, Mannix, Williams, & Neale, 1996; Stasser & Titus, 1985), however, also revealed that information exchange cannot be equated with information use. Distributed information that is exchanged often remains under-used (Winquist & Larson, 1998). In championing the information elaboration concept, research in team diversity and distributed information has also shown that elaboration is more predictive of team performance than information exchange per se (Hoever et al., 2012; van Ginkel & van Knippenberg, 2008).

At the time of the van Knippenberg and Schippers review, there seemed to be what could be called an implicit consensus on mediating processes, and this seems to be true to date. Information integration processes are understood to underlie positive effects of team diversity, while social categorization processes are seen to cause negative effects of team diversity. For, moderation, the issue was, and is, not so clear, however. The CEM notion of moderators as affecting categorization or elaboration processes is consistent with the shared understanding of mediation processes, but the available evidence at the time of the van Knippenberg and Schippers review was much more scattered when it came to moderators studied. Many moderators were studied only once, thus posing a challenge

1 A newer meta-analysis qualified this conclusion, suggesting that under some conditions – most prominently when task conflict is not accompanied by relationship conflict – task conflict may have a positive influence (De Wit, Greer, & Jehn, 2012). Such conditions, however, presumably rarely occur as task conflict typically goes hand in hand with relationship conflict (Simons & Peterson, 2000).
to integrative conclusions about moderators when they did not directly follow from the CEM, and some of those that were studied over a few studies or dimensions of diversity tended to yield inconsistent results (e.g., time together; Harrison et al., 1998; Watson, Johnson, & Merritt, 1998; cooperative team cultures; Jehn & Bezrukova, 2004). Even though the need to focus on moderation was uncontested, the state of the science clearly demanded further development of the moderation perspective. Illustrative of this need, the Guillaume et al. (2015) review was explicitly framed around moderation evidence, taking the CEM as its guiding framework.

2.3. The state of the science: the Guillaume et al. (2015) review

The Guillaume et al. (2015) review by and large captures the current state of the science. One element in this is that the number of diversity studies available has grown rapidly over the last 10 years, rendering meta-analysis an increasingly useful tool to draw conclusions about moderation. Part of what Guillaume et al. could do therefore was to draw on recent meta-analytical evidence by van Dijk et al. (2012) that was explicitly framed as including qualifications of the conclusions of earlier less inclusive and smaller meta-analyses (i.e., Horwitz & Horwitz, 2007; Hülsheger, Anderson, & Salgado, 2009; Joshi & Roh, 2009). Several conclusions regarding moderation emerged from the van Dijk et al. (2012) meta-analysis.

First, their analysis yielded evidence that the effects of demographic and job-related diversity depend on how team performance is assessed. Neither objective performance indicators nor subjective performance ratings provided by members or internal leaders suggested any difference in the effects of demographic and functional diversity. On the other hand, subjective performance ratings provided by external leaders – individuals who can be presumed to have less contact with the team than members or internal leaders – suggested negative effects of demographic diversity and positive effects of job-related diversity. Van Dijk et al. discuss how these findings are consistent with an interpretation in terms of a subjective bias against demographic diversity and in favor of functional diversity that disappears as people have more experience with the team. In other words, they suggested that the notion of “good” versus “bad” types of diversity may lie in the eye of the beholder.²

Second, their results showed that performance in terms of creativity and innovation showed evidence of positive diversity effects overall whereas in-role task performance did not. This is consistent with the notion that it is open-ended, non-routine tasks with creative demands in particular where the integration and recombination of diverse perspectives yields benefits (see also van Knippenberg & Hoever, in press).

Third, findings indicated that for complex tasks, functional/educational forms of diversity were more positively related to performance than demographic diversity. A reason for this may be that the more complex a task, the more it benefits from task-specific expertise – and thus potentially also from diversity in perspectives arising from different task expertise rather than from diverse perspectives less rooted in expertise. At the same time, and probably as important a conclusion, they observed substantial heterogeneity of effects that could not be attributed to the moderators identified. Indeed, other than the task characteristics pointed to by the CEM (i.e., complexity and creative demands), there were insufficient data points to analyze moderators highlighted by the CEM or other analyses. In that sense, then, the van Dijk et al. (2012) meta-

analysis underscored the need to develop our understanding of the contingencies of team diversity effects much more than that it conclusively addressed these contingencies.

The focus of the Guillaume et al. (2015) review was thus well-chosen, and the review captured the growing evidence for moderation of team diversity effects. Even so, any review is bounded by the available evidence, and the state of the science captured by Guillaume et al. has many of the qualities of that reviewed by van Knippenberg and Schippers (2007). The number of moderator studies has grown since then, but so has the number of moderators studied, and it is often challenging to see how different findings may be integrated into evidence-based conclusions. There are, for instance, different studies of the moderating role of climate and culture that yield mixed results that might or might not be attributable to differences between studies in the conceptualization and operationalization of climate and culture. Similar observations hold for the study of diversity training, leadership, interdependence, etc. Clearer conclusions emerge for moderators that are more explicitly and directly linked to social categorization processes – e.g., diversity faultlines (see Thatcher & Patel, 2011) – and to information elaboration processes. Moderators related to the latter include, for instance, team composition on personality attributes related to information processing and openness to new experiences (Homan et al., 2008; Kearney et al., 2009; Nederveen Pieterse et al., 2013) and an explicit focus in the group on benefiting from (informational) diversity (Homan et al., 2007a; see also van Knippenberg, van Ginkel, & Homan, 2013).

Considering how the field has developed in this respect since the van Knippenberg and Schippers (2007) review, an important conclusion probably is that whereas we do need more research on moderation of team diversity effects, we do not need more proliferation of moderator studies or variety in conceptualization and operationalization of moderators going under identical or highly similar labels. Moderator research would benefit from a more integrative approach to help us understand how partly overlapping moderators identified in earlier research relate in their influence on diversity effects, and how to understand what seem at first blush inconsistent findings. Put differently, we do not so much need further evidence of moderation as we need evidence for integrative theory that reliably predicts moderation over studies. A good example here is the inconclusive evidence on time together as a moderator of diversity effects (see van Knippenberg & Schippers, 2007, who elaborate on this issue) that would benefit from theory to capture when time together attenuates or enhances negative effects and when it helps bring out positive effects. In a related vein, there are a number of studies touching on issues of cooperative climate and interdependence that seem to tap into substantially overlapping conceptual domains without yielding clearly integrated conclusions as to the moderating role of cooperation-related variables (Guillaume et al., 2015). More integrative theory and conceptual clarity would be important here too.

As per the Guillaume et al. review, the CEM still provides a strong conceptual anchor in the focus on moderation of social categorization and information elaboration processes. Guillaume et al. do suggest, however, to complement this focus with the study of influences on how people cope with the uncertainty associated with working in a diverse team – and particularly with being dissimilar to the team (Chattopadhyay, George, & Ng, 2011, 2015; Guillaume, van Knippenberg, & Brodbeck, 2014).

A first and obvious way forward that our review thus identifies is to prioritize programmatic research on moderation of diversity effects. Casting a wider net in how we understand diversity, however, to include state diversity and emergent diversity, we would also advocate that diversity research develops towards more integrative treatments of what arguably all are aspects of team diversity. In the next two sections, we briefly outline these perspectives

² It may be noted, however, that the available evidence does not directly speak to such biases and that their conclusion is a conceptual interpretation of the empirical evidence.
and their potential to add to not only more integrative diversity theory but to more integrative team theory more broadly.

3. Moving forward: linking trait and state diversity

Research in groups and teams has identified a range of issues that could well be labeled diversity but are typically not recognized as such in diversity research, presumably because they concern what we call state diversity rather than trait diversity: variation in more malleable member attributes such as cognition and affect. These attributes are malleable in the sense that – unlike stable traits such as demographic or personality variables – they cannot be assumed to remain unchanged during team interaction, even though they can be treated as composition variables in the sense that they exist independently from the team. Much of this is related to the notion of groups as information processing systems (De Dreu, Nijstad, & van Knippenberg, 2008; Hinsz, Tindale, & Vollrath, 1997) – a notion that aligns well with the informational resource perspective in diversity research. Research in group decision making in particular has a long history of studying how groups deal with decision-related state diversity.

Diversity in decision preferences as a composition variable, for instance, is a key factor in research in social decision schemes, which aims to understand how group decisions arise from individual member preferences and decision rules (Davis, 1973; Stasser, 1989). Part of this research speaks to how what initially is a minority position (reflecting diversity of perspectives) can come to be the group decision, e.g., through “truth wins” or “truth supported wins” decision schemes (Laughlin, 1980). This is complemented by research in minority influence that aims to capture the conditions under which a minority position can change the majority opinion (Nemeth, 1986).

Group decision-making research also has a rich tradition in studying groups’ use of distributed information – information initially not known to all members (Gruenfeld et al., 1996; Stasser & Titus, 1985; Stasser et al., 2000). In an interesting counterpoint to research on diversity in decision preferences, this research shows that it can often be similarity in decision preferences based on information known to all that stands in the way of arriving at a superior decision suggested by distributed information. One way to think about this research is that it pertains to how groups deal with informational diversity.

A third tradition that is relevant here is research in expertise diversity. This research suggests that teams can struggle to identify their most expert members, and, as a consequence, perform worse than they would if they made better use of their members’ expertise (e.g., Laughlin & Branch, 1972; Littlepage & Silbiger, 1992). Even when there is evidence that more expert members have more influence on team performance (Snieszek & Henry, 1989), there is also evidence that dominance is mistaken for expertise (Littlepage, Schmidt, Whisler, & Frost, 1995) and that for teams to accurately recognize member expertise supporting conditions need be in place such as accurate feedback on relative expertise (Bonner, Baumann, & Dalal, 2002). A particularly interesting notion in relationship to bridging trait and state diversity research is that visible trait diversity may help identify member expertise. For example, research by Phillips and Lloyd (2006) suggests that demographic differences may alert teams to underlying knowledge differences within the team.

It is also not too difficult to see how trait diversity could relate to state diversity – and thus how an integration of research in trait and state diversity may advance the field. The very notion of trait diversity as an informational resource that derives from differences in information and perspectives implies the notion of distributed information and possible differences in decision preferences. Research in distributed information and decision preferences may thus enrich our understanding of trait diversity effects. Following from these observations, we may propose more broadly that diversity research may benefit more than it has done to date from insights from research in state diversity. State diversity research may further inform our understanding of the influences of trait diversity on information elaboration and social categorization processes.

As an illustration to that effect, a conceptual analysis by van Knippenberg et al. (2013), for instance, drew heavily on research in distributed information (van Ginkel & van Knippenberg, 2008, 2009, 2012) to develop theory about team cognition that would be conducive to synergetic diversity benefits, and about leadership influences that could give rise to such team cognition. They suggested, for example, that leaders could engender and guide a process of team reflexivity (West, 1996) that is conducive to overcoming state diversity in task approaches (van Ginkel, Tindale, & van Knippenberg, 2009; see also Nederveen Pieterse, van Knippenberg, & van Ginkel, 2011). Speaking to the interplay of trait diversity and state diversity, Homan et al. (2007a, 2007b) showed that trait diversity and distributed information may form diversity faultlines that stand in the way of the elaboration of distributed information that could dissolve state diversity. Similarly, minority influence research by Clark and Maass (1988) suggests that social categorization as ingroup rather than outgroup is conducive to minority influence on majority opinions. There is clear untapped potential here in developing our understanding of the interplay between trait and state diversity – and thus a clear challenge to future research in team diversity.

Casting a wider net in diversity research does not only include seeking growing integration between the study of trait diversity and the study of state diversity as different team composition perspectives. It also includes connecting research in diversity in team composition with diversity in team process and emergent states.

4. Moving forward: linking composition diversity and emergent diversity

Like team research at large, diversity research predominantly takes a perspective on team processes as shared team properties, conceptualizing them as homogenous experiences (cf. Klein & Kozlowski, 2000). Recent years, however, have seen an emergence of interest in configural conceptualizations of these constructs (Crawford & LePine, 2013; Humphrey & Aime, 2014), exploring within-team heterogeneity in team processes. For emergent states, the fact that these can be more or less shared has received larger acknowledgement (e.g., Salas & Fiore, 2004; Schneider, Salvaggio, & Subirats, 2002), but the field is mostly agnostic about the form diversity in emergent states would take.

In this section, we review exemplary evidence examining the effects of heterogeneity in team processes and emergent states, and link these perspectives to the study of team diversity to propose that the development of our understanding of diversity will benefit when we link diversity in team composition to diversity in team interaction processes and emergent states. This discussion touches on the previous discussion of trait diversity-state diversity linkages – most obviously in the observation that greater trait diversity may make state diversity more likely. But whereas the previous discussion was anchored on state diversity as a composition variable in terms of malleable attributes that are defined independently from the team, there is also a clear case that diversity of team processes and psychological states defined in reference to the team may emerge in the course of team interaction. The key point here for the present discussion is that there is integrative potential for theory development around trait (and state) diversity as
predictors of emergent diversity, and that such theory in turn benefits from insights from research in emergent diversity that links these variables to team outcomes.

4.1. Social networks: diversity in team interaction processes

Although only fairly recently explicitly integrated into the study of team processes (Crawford & LePine, 2013; Katz, Lazer, Arrow, & Contractor, 2004), the study of heterogeneity in member interactions from a social networks perspective has probably the longest tradition among the streams of research reviewed in this section. Conceptualizing teams as small networks of interconnected members, this line of inquiry has examined the effect of different patterns of interactions related to information processing (e.g., communication, advice seeking, and information sharing), help giving, and interpersonal relations (e.g., friendship ties).

Much of this research has focused on the effects of the density of intra-team relations (see Balkundi & Harrison, 2006, for a meta-analysis), which largely corresponds to the mean level of member interactions. Numerous studies have also examined diversity in member interaction patterns, however. The main body of work in this respect concerns network centralization (but as Cummings & Cross, 2003, show, impactful diversity in interaction patterns can also be captured by other concepts such as hierarchical or core-periphery structures). This research has not only shown that within-team diversity in interaction patterns exists, but also that it affects team performance contingent on such factors as task complexity (Shaw, 1964), network density (Zhang & Peterson, 2011), and – of particular interest to the present discussion – team diversity (albeit with inconsistent results, more diverse teams sometimes suffering (Huang & Cummings, 2011), sometimes benefiting (Tröster, Mehr, & van Knippenberg, 2014) from higher centralization). Other research addressing the interplay of team composition diversity and team diversity in interaction patterns shows that ties that span subgroups can help or hurt team performance. For example, Reagans and Zuckerman (2001) showed that the presence of communication ties cutting across demographic differences made teams more productive. In a similar vein, Ren, Gray, and Harrison (2014) found that diversity faultlines had a positive impact on performance when there were many friendship ties bridging the faultline but a negative impact when there were many animosity ties breaching the divide.

Social networks do not only interact with diversity, however – they are also influenced by diversity. One of the long-standing findings in social networks research concerns homophily – the tendency that more similar people are more likely to form a tie (McPherson & Smith-Lovin, 2001; Zenger & Lawrence, 1989). The notion of homophily effectively implies that team diversity – state as well as trait – may invite diversity in team interaction patterns. For instance, the configuration of compositional attributes may result in identity-based, resource-based, or knowledge-based subgroups, with interaction patterns being quantitatively and qualitatively different within and between such subgroups (Carton & Cummings, 2012). This also begs the question whether team diversity research in which team processes have typically been treated as homogeneous (e.g., information elaboration; Kearney et al., 2009; team conflict; Jehn et al., 1999) would benefit from developing theory about diversity in team process as invited by diversity. Investigating such process diversity may, for instance, show that some distributed information is more or less likely to be elaborated depending on who is holding it or that some team members are more likely targets of relational conflicts than others (e.g., individuals’ dissimilarity from their team on sex and tenure has been linked with higher relational conflict; Pelled, 1996; Randel & Jaussi, 2008). Showing how state diversity may play in here, some studies looked at different patterns of information distribution, and found that greater overlap in information was conducive to using information and insights from each other, leaving members that are more peripheral in the information distribution out of the loop (Jones & Kelly, 2013; Kameda, Ohtsubo, & Takezawa, 1997).

4.2. Diversity in emergent states

Team research points to not only team interaction process variables, but also to emergent states as mediating mechanisms to understand team performance. Emergent states are conceptualized as psychological states that arise during team interaction and that become shared (i.e., similar) among members at least to some degree (Mathieu et al., 2008). The notion of sharedness here essentially captures the opposite of diversity. Echoing earlier research on group norm formation as convergence on initial member tendencies (Sherif, 1936), research in emergent states outlines how through team interaction members may mutually build and reinforce certain cognitions or affect, and thus invite a convergent, shared cognitive or affective state (Mathieu et al., 2008; Morgeson & Hofmann, 1999). Such emerging consensus can take on normative aspects that guide team decisions or team behavior. This is, for instance, well-articulated in research in team cognition, which recognizes that teamwork is guided by members’ (implicit) understanding of the team and the task – captured by such concepts as mental models, task representations, and transactive memory (Klimoski & Mohammed, 1994; van Ginkel & van Knippenberg, 2008; Wegner, 1987). One of the key propositions in this research is that such team cognition exerts a stronger influence the more it is shared (see DeChurch & Mesmer-Magnus, 2010, for a meta-analysis). In a similar vein, team members may share affective states – moods and emotions – to a greater or lesser extent (George, 1996).

Most research in this domain focuses on the role of overall sharedness and is not concerned with specific patterns in which deviations from full sharedness may occur. Some studies, however, consider less uniform patterns of cognitions in groups, focusing on how there may be within-team differences in member knowledge about other members’ expertise (transactive memory; Baumann & Bonner, 2013; Mell, van Knippenberg, & van Ginkel, 2014) and about other members’ mental models (cross-understanding; Huber & Lewis, 2010). This research showed, for instance, that teams are more likely to use an individual member’s distributed knowledge when a majority of teammates are aware of the individual’s expertise (Baumann & Bonner, 2013), and that teams are more likely to integrate their distributed information when expertise knowledge is concentrated in one member than when it is distributed homogeneously among members (Mell et al., 2014).

Team composition diversity would be an obvious influence to consider in predicting diversity in team cognition (Nederveen Pieterse et al., 2011; van Knippenberg et al., 2013), and team composition diversity effects may be mediated by emergent state diversity. There are also indications that trait diversity may stand in the way of the emergence of shared states by reducing the openness to dissimilar team members’ expressions of cognition. An example of this is norm formation research showing that convergence is social categorization-based and focuses on the subgroup perceived as ingroup rather than the group as a whole (Abrams, Wetherell, Cochrane, Hogg, & Turner, 1990).

Intragroup trust is another area in which recent research has highlighted possible heterogeneity of experience within a team. For instance, Bergman, Small, Bergman, and Rentsch (2010) found that trust asymmetry increased group conflict and impaired group performance. Similarly, De Jong and Dirks (2012) suggested and found that trust asymmetries weakened the positive effect of mean trust levels on group performance. Composition diversity may be a predictor of such trust heterogeneity, for instance, because social
categorization processes may invite greater trust of similar than
dissimilar teammates (Chattopadhyay, 1999), or because members
differ in their propensity to trust (Bergman et al., 2010; Ferguson &
Peterson, 2015). Adding another element to this consideration,
work by Tröster and van Knippenberg (2012) shows that the psy-
chological safety (Edmondson, 1999; a state akin to trust) of more
culturally dissimilar team members was more strongly influenced
by team leadership. An implication of these findings is that diver-
sity in emergent states may also be predicted by the interactive
influence of diversity attributes and social influences.

Future research may thus also extend diversity research by
seeking integration between insights in composition diversity
and heterogeneous patterns of emergent state variables that have
typically been approached from the perspective of sharedness only.
Whereas the evidence to the promise of this approach is primarily
evident in team cognition research, there is no reason why it
should not also apply to other emergent states like team cohesive-
ness, group affect, etc.

Emergent states concern what is conceptually an individual
level variable for which sharedness is a team level complement,
and the same can be argued for trust. There is also evidence for
deviations from homogeneity in research in team climate and per-
ceptions of team process – concepts that have a team level referent
and should thus in theory at least invite shared perceptions of all
team members. The fact that there is evidence that they do not
always do so, indicates that such processes are not experienced
homogenously – either because not all team members partake in
them to the same degree or because what is “objectively” the same
information is subjectively experienced differently by different
members.

4.3. Diversity in team climate perceptions

Team climate captures the shared perception of team interac-
tion patterns (e.g., Chan, 1998). From the recognition that climate
perceptions can both have a shared component (team or organiza-
tional climate) and a more idiosyncratic individual component
(psychological climate; Glick, 1985) followed the recognition that
climates can differ in their “strength” – the extent to which climate
perceptions are shared among members. Like team cognition, cli-
mate perceptions are expected to exert more influence the more
they are shared (e.g., Colquitt, Noe, & Jackson, 2002; Schneider
et al., 2002) – diversity in climate perceptions would thus weaken
team climate influences. Whereas most research in climate
strength may not speak to the form diversity in climate perceptions
would take, recently González-Romá and Hernández (2014)
introduced the notion of climate uniformity which captures the
pattern of climate perceptions. They argued that multimodal or
highly skewed distributions of climate perceptions indicate the
formation of identity-based subgroups (Carton & Cummings,
2012) that may impede group communication and performance.

The notion of identity-based subgroups has an obvious link to
composition diversity. Indeed, diversity research on psychological
climate (i.e., with its individual level of analysis only indirectly
speaking to sharedness of perceptions) shows that demographic
background tends to be a reliable predictor of differences in per-
ceptions of diversity climate: Members of underrepresented
groups (e.g., women, cultural minority group members) tend to
have less favorable climate perceptions than majority group mem-
bers (for a review, see van Knippenberg, Homan, & van Ginkel,
2013). The study of such diversity in climate perceptions may be
particularly helpful in understanding composition diversity effects,
because they suggest that a focus on the mean perception of team
members only (i.e., the more typical approach) might underesti-
mate problematic issues with the team climate as experienced by
what typically will be a minority of the team members.

4.4. Diversity in process perceptions

Research also shows that there may be diversity in perceptions
of processes that traditionally are seen as a shared experience
within the team. A complicating factor here is that when such per-
ceptions are assessed in survey research it remains unclear
whether there are differences between team members in how they
experienced the same event, differences between team members
in their involvement in the event (cf. social network perspectives
on team interaction patterns), or both.

Jehn, Rispens, and Thatcher (2010) argued and found that
diverse perceptions of team conflict may inhibit constructive con-
flict resolution, thus impeding effective information exchange and
imparing group outcomes. Taking a different perspective, how-
ever, Yong, Sauer, and Mannix (2014) argued that diversity in per-
ceptions of relationship conflict may result in a situation in which
the dissatisfaction of “high perceivers” with the status quo encour-
ages the introduction of new ideas while the satisfaction of “low
perceivers” creates a context in which such new ideas are heard.
They suggested and found that such a configuration may be con-
ductive to group creativity.

De Jong and Dirks (2012) put a similar focus on divergence of
process perceptions, examining team monitoring dissensus. They
suggested that monitoring dissensus in a team can indicate that
members differ in how they attribute monitoring behavior, ranging
from perceiving it as inappropriate behavior to perceiving it as nor-
mal mode of operation. They argued and found that monitoring
dissensus weakens the negative relationship of mean team moni-
toring on group trust.

With the caveat in mind that differences in perceptions may
reflect different interaction patterns, there is also some reason to
expect that composition diversity may invite perceptual diversity,
such as evidence that individuals’ cultural background influences
their interpretation of conflict episodes (Gelfand et al., 2001). Like
team climate research, this emerging research on differences in
process perceptions thus extends an invitation to explore these
issues more fully, and to develop theory about how different inter-
pretations of the same experience may help understand composi-
tion diversity effects.

5. Moving forward: integrating diversity and relational
demography research

Research on “emergent diversity” in team interaction processes
and emergent states seems to have great potential to complement
more traditional perspectives in composition diversity research.
Diversity research holds clear indications that composition diver-
sity may invite diversity in team interaction patterns, emergent
states, and perceptions of team climate and team process. Research
on these different forms of what we have called emergent diversity
provides valuable knowledge on how emergent diversity may
affect team performance. This is not just a matter of developing
more sophisticated mediation models, but also of further develop-
ing our understanding of moderating influences that may speak to
ways to manage diversity. To the extent that composition diversity
leads to suboptimal performance because of differences in team
 cognition, for instance, there are indications that a focus on develop-
ing greater sharedness of understanding through a process of
team reflexivity may address such disruptive influences (Nederveen Pieterse et al., 2011; van Ginkel et al., 2009) – and
moreover that building concentrations of team knowledge in some
members may provide a productive alternative to shared cognition
(Mell et al., 2014).

We believe that a particularly interesting element in developing
this line of inquiry is that the current knowledge base also allows
us to develop models that speak to the specific patterns that emergent diversity may take on in particular individuals’ (dis) similarity to the team. Such a focus on individual-team dissimilarity (i.e., relational demography extended beyond demographic attributes alone) would set the stage for the integration and extension of composition diversity research and relational demography research. This would not only help us to more accurately predict emerging patterns of team interaction, affect, and cognition, and thus to better predict team performance. Rather, it would also allow us to better understand how composition diversity can affect different team members differently by extending relational demography research – traditionally concerned with individual responses to dissimilarity (e.g., Chattopadhyay, Tluchowska, & George, 2004) – to more closely connect with the team processes that have been more core to understanding team composition diversity effects. In doing so, this would also allow us to bridge levels of analysis (cf. Klein & Kozlowski, 2000), connecting the individual level of analysis of relational demography research and the team level of analysis of diversity research by developing theory about how team level phenomena affect different individuals and, conversely, how different individual responses combine to affect team process and performance.

6. In conclusion

In taking stock of the state of the science in team diversity research, a first conclusion is that the current focus on moderators of team diversity effects is justified, but requires more integrative efforts (rather than “add moderator” efforts). Not to diminish the importance of developing more integrative moderator models in the current tradition of diversity research, however, we believe that the more novel and more important conclusions of the current review are that our understanding of team diversity effects would benefit from complementing and integrating the current focus on team composition in terms of trait diversity with research on composition in terms of state diversity and with analyses of emergent diversity in team interaction processes and team emergent states. Developing theory and research to achieve such integration would also set the stage for the integration of research in team diversity at the team level of analysis and relational demography (i.e., individual-team dissimilarity) at the individual level of analysis. Moreover, it would not just speak to team diversity research, but to team research at large, which shares diversity research’s emphasis on homogeneous team process and emergent states. Composition diversity need not be the only source of emergent diversity, and emergent diversity research thus also stands to yield insights that are relevant beyond composition diversity research.
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